Asking for Second-hand Goods!

Period: 2021 Mar.22～Apr.9
Accepting at:
Environmental Studies Building #124, Kashiwa International Office
Date of Recycle Bazaar: late April
Place: Room#125 Environmental Studies Bldg. UTokyo

We welcome your donations such as:

● Bicycle
● Small Electric Appliances in perfect working condition
● Kitchenware
● Others (Cloth racks, plastic boxes and drawers)

If you would like to donate goods other than the above or the item has one or more dimension greater than 60cm, including bicycles, please contact KIO office via e-mail in advance.

Please note that we can’t accept the items that are in poor demand such as used dishes and old clothes. We reserve the right to accept or reject any item(s). Thank you for your understanding.

Inquiry: Kashiwa International Office (KIO)
kio.adm@gs.mail.u-tokyo.ac.jp
KIO WEBSITE https://www.u-tokyo.ac.jp/adm/inbound/en/kashiwa.html